
 

     

 

Approved Tariff 

                               Tariff Approval No: TRC/M/PRO/23/07 

Mobitel Sachet Packs  

Package Name Rs.11 Plan 
Rs.19 

Plan 

Rs.49 

Plan 

Rs.69 

Plan 

Rs.129 

Plan 

Rs.179 

Plan 

Rs.398 

Plan 

Subscription 

(Inclusive Taxes, In 

Rs.) 

11 19 49 69 129 179 398 

Plan Validity in 

Days 
1 2 7 7 7 5 30 

Voice: on net Calls 

in Minutes 
- - 50 75 100 _ Unlimited* 

Voice: Any net 

Calls in Minutes 
20 40 100 125 150 Unlimited* 300 

SMS to on net - - 50 75 100 50 50 

SMS to Any net - 50 100 125 150 50 50 

Any Time DATA 

(MB) 
37.5 MB 100MB N/A N/A 500 N/A N/A 

Special Remarks 

Auto-Renewal 

for 

Prepaid/Postpaid 

Customer on request subscription renewal for Prepaid and 

Postpaid 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Priority Level Applied for the Bundles 

 

Package Name 
Rs.11 

Plan 

Rs.19 

Plan 

Rs.49 

Plan 

Rs.69 

Plan 

Rs.129 

Plan 

Rs.179 

Plan 
Rs.398 Plan 

Voice: On net Calls in 

Minutes 
- - 50 75 100 - Unlimited* 

Voice: Any net Calls in 

Minutes 
25 50 100 125 150 Unlimited* 300 

Voice Bundle Priority 

On net or Any Net 

Calls made to any 

local number, will 

be allowed from 

the any net bundle 

On net calls will be first allowed 

from the On Net Bundle. Once 

On net Bundle is fully utilized, it 

will be consumed from the Any 

Net Bundle. 

Any net Calls made to any other 

local number, will be allowed 

from the any net bundle. 

Calls made 

to any local 

number, will 

be allowed 

from the any 

net 

unlimited 

bundle 

On net calls will be 

allowed from the On Net 

Unlimited Bundle. 

Calls made to any other 

local number apart from 

on net, will be allowed 

from the any net bundle. 

Charges applicable 

beyond the allocated 

bundle until the plan 

expiry. 

Upon exhausting the total bundle and within the 

validity period of the plan, calls to any network will be 

billed at Rs. 1 per minute + taxes (for Postpaid), and 

beyond usage will be charged at Rs.1 per minute + 

Taxes (for Prepaid).  

N/A 

Upon exhausting the total 

bundle and within the 

validity period of the plan, 

calls to any network will 

be billed at Rs. 1 per 

minute + taxes (for 

Postpaid), and beyond 

usage will be charged at 

Rs.1 per minute + Taxes 

(for Prepaid).  

SMS to on net - - 50 75 100 50 50 

SMS to Any net - 50 100 125 150 50 50 

SMS Bundle Priority N/A 

SMS 

sent to 

any local 

number, 

will be 

allowed 

from the 

any net 

bundle 

On Net SMS will be first allowed from the On Net Bundle. Once On net 

Bundle is fully utilized, on net usage will be consumed from Any Net Bundle. 

SMS to Any other Local number other than On net, will be allowed from the 

any net bundle. 

SMS Charges applicable 

per message  beyond the 

allocated bundle until the 

plan expiry 

Standard rate of Rs.0.20 + Taxes per SMS will apply. 



 

 

Conditions Applied 

i. *. Identified excessive users who maybe disproportionately using a connection excessively for 

extended period that leads to or potentially leads to degraded quality of service for other customers 

in a location will be applied a limit. 

ii. *. The unlimited voice is intended for personal use only. This service is not allowed for 

business/commercial purpose or unauthorized/fraudulent usage. In the event a customer is identified 

abusing the package, the unlimited voice facility will be discontinued to such subscriptions. 

iii. Bundle offered above will be charged per minute basis. 

iv. Reload based activation is available for Prepaid Subscribers, Plan will expire upon reaching the 

expiry of the validity period. 

v. Charges beyond the entitled anytime voice minute bundle within the bundle's validity period are as 

follows: 

On net & Offnet Both for each chargeable minute Rs.1 + Taxes & Levies Applied 

 

 


